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MACULLAR & SON. 
We make an especial display of 
!lZADT·KADE CLOTBINC 
FOR YOUNG MEN. 
WE RAVE UNUSUAL FACILITIES FOR OBTAINING 
CE:OICE STYLES, 
Connected as we Are with t.be famous 
BOSTON HOUSE OF M:ACULLAR. PARKER & CO. 
Our Styles In FOUR-BUTTON CUTAWAYS, SINGLE AND DOUBLE-BREASTED SACK 
SUITS cannot be duplicated In Worcester for the prleea. Our OVBBCOATS are 
Elegant. We have a large line of 
Choice Woolens for Garments to Measure. 
LO-v.T PRICES PREVAIL 
IN ALL DEPARTMEliTS. 
372 & 374 Main Street. 
EARN"' A ED, SU~N"'EE & CO., 
a•'f ... 8H BAIN 8TBEET, WORCE8TBB, B.&88. 
DRY GOODS AND CARPETS 
cc A.TJ. THE 'YEAR BOUND.~'' 
Depu1meutl l'ull, Fre8b aod .A.Undtre. Popular Low Price. 1b1Dtamed oD all Goods. No Store Uadet--
eeliiM to UUa City or Boltoa. N;, etore lhowa a JI1Der Selection. ~lei &eDt. wltb Price., aDd Paroelll 
l'orwarded b)' Jbll at TrUUag eo.t. JI.A.DAliE DEXOBEST'S P A RNS. We have ~y Imprond 
our Store by New Departmeota. Bett.er Boom aad Light, aod more Poj)!Jiar aod Quick Sell .. :&rplu 
nery SeMOa. a:FTo &dli~ afterDooo abopplDg, oar SCore Ia Lighted by Electric Lfglita...B 
BARNARD, SUMNER & CO. 
SANFORD & COMPANY, 
No. 364 :I!LA..IN STBBBT, WOBOESTBB, K.ASS., 
--DJULD8 m--
DRAWING MATERIALS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
••~l'ler llwlea Dr.wt•a •••• ..... e•te. 
Wbatm&D'a DrawiDg Papera, allllzes, bot aod cold preeeed. RoU Drawtog Papen, both pllliD, aDd mouoted 
OD mualiD j all wtdt.bl aod qualftlel. 
Pl'leee .. Lew .. ce .. lale•& willa 
STBJ:CTLY FIRST-CLASS GOODS. 
I 
• 
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F. A. CLAPP & co., 
a·n Mala 8treec, Opposite El• scree&, 
YOUNG MEN'S HATTERS AND OUTFITTERS. 
::E1.A. TTERS, Athletic Goods and Uniforms, 
Fine Neckwear, Hosiery, Base Ball, Tennis, Bicycle, 
GI.OVE8, ~DERWEAB, 




REBEOL I ~~V .. ~ Estate of 
CONFE~TIONER ~J. :· B~~:~~~~K, 
CATERER, APOT:S:TCARY 
6 & 8 PLEASANT STREET, 
Worcester , Mass. 
--NOTICE--
To Graduates and Friends of The 
Worcester Free Institute. 
Anr Person desiring a 
GROUP PHOTOGRAPH 
(Twelve Cabtneu reduced on a puel, 8 x 10) 
Of the FACULTY, 
Can obtain the same by sending One Dollar to 
AMzi T. ROGERS, '86, 18 Elm St., Worncstcr, Mass. 
All4 dealer l1 l)np, P&ttat Ko41cbu, PefulerJ, Ito. 
378 .Malo Street, eor. of Et•• \'foree1ter , lll .... 
H. L. FISK, Manager. 
c:r-Moyilela.rul' PNllerlpUons a SJ)eelatty. 
REED & PAGE~ 
Rcadquarten lll Woreesler County Cor 
ELECTHICAL APPARATUS 
Aad GeaeraJ EJ~eule Werk. 
rrlnte lle..ldcnees. Churches. Uotel-. tore!', Public BuJid· 
logs, and llanuracturlng Elltabltsbmeota lined wlth Electric, 
Gas and Gasoline LlgbUng. Blll'g:lu AI.,.ID8o l':leetrle Bel'-. 
Watelnn&n'" Electric Clock$. Speak.lnl{ Tubes, Electric H ou.e. 
Olllcc and Elen.tor CaliA, Ete. w AeouttJe" Prln.te Line Tele-
pbon\lll. ..!fagncto Calls" with Hand Telephone. All ltJDCS. 
Outaldc Lloe Work a Spedalty. 
REPAIRIJjQ PROMPTLY ATIEMOED TO, 
28 Pearl Street, Worcester, Ma88. 
}'U.A:oiK ltUO. TeleJ)hOlle~n. CllA8. U. PAOJt. 
-----------------------------------------------
"'W'"ORCESTER COLLAR LA UNDR"Y. 
13 Me~b.a•le 8&ree&, Wone•&er, Jlaa•. 
Collars and Cuffs Laundered In Superior Style. 
Special attention given to Shirt~ and Ueota' Underwear. Work called tor and deli\•ered without extra charge, 
in all purli! of the City. 
C . B. COOX, PROPR::IETOB . 
NOTICE~ 
Our New Brand of Cigars, THE LA CICALE. 
Made by band from the fine.rot selection of Havana Tobacco that can be procuf'f'(). They are free from all 
adulterations and flavorio~ extractB, so preventing tbe etupef)'inlt eJfect.!l of highly ftavored cigan. We are 
eon11deot that smokers will find upon triul, tbat we ba,·e producea a ci&-ar that cannot be excelled. 
None geuuioe without our firm signature. 
0 . P. B.A. W80N e1t CO. 
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VT ALTRES & :S:OLDE~, 
MEN'S FURNISHERS AND HATTERS, 
1-1:9 MAIN STBEET. 
FINE DRESS SHIRTS TO ORDER. 
Base Ball, Bicycle, and Tennis Shirts, 
Full Line in Stock and to Order. 
ATHLETIC S1JITS TO MEA.S1JRE. 
Untrorms furnished the Apprentice Class. Agents for LaundrJ. 
MISS E . A. BURKE'S 
SCHOOL FOR DANCING 
WILL BJI!OlN 
For JuvenHes, Wednesday, Oct. 6, at 2.80 P.M. 
For Adult-.,, Friday, " 15, 7.30 " 
For Clrculur .. , Terms, clc., plea11e call or uddress 
llllas Burke, 38 Froat 8t., Woree•ter. 
G"Y:MN" .ASIU~~ 
liS IBON'l' B'l'REBT, 
Open for Ladle and Children, Monday, Wednes-
day and Saturday from 3 to <l.SO P. M. 
For Gentlemen, from •.so to 10 P . K. every day 
in the week. Spcclal Rates to Students. 
ELMER G. TUCKER, 
340 Main Street, 
A. RELIABLE DKALER IN TU£ 
DR. A. A. HOWLAND. 
FRANK H. HOWLAND, D. D. S. 
DENTAL PARLORS, 
32 Front Street, 
'"W"ORCESTER,. :ll.c£ASS. 
L. J. ZAHONYI, 
, 348 MAIN STREET Watch and Jewelry Business . · 
In all its branches. Confocnonor and Catoror. 
Personal attention given to F INE WATCH 
REPAIRING. 
SPlWTAC:LES AND EYE-GLASSES accu-
rately fitted to tbe Eyes· by the aid of the 
Opll thalmoscope. Open after the Theatre. 
A CARD. 
The "nine suspended students" desire to thank all their friends who 
sympathized with them in their distress, and especially those who so 
generously aided in redeeming them from ''pawn." 
They believe their gratitude to be surpassed by only that which 
the Firemen's Relief Association feels towards the Faculty for replen-
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CHAS, HAMILTON, PRINTFR, 311 MAI N ST., WOACES'rF;A, MASS· 
And so Ipenned 
It down, until at last it came to be, 
For length and breadth, the bigness wWch you sec. 
-Bunyan. 
----------~------I T is a pleasant duty , that of prepn.ring monthly, fresh reading for our sub-
scribers, but one that at times becomes 
onerous. The pressuTe of school duties 
often leaves but little leisure for edi-
torial work, and on a few occasions we 
have asked men whom we knew were 
able, to contribute something for our 
paper. Up to this time, however, but 
two have favored us with articles for 
publication. 
That our students do not know the 
amount of work entailed in preparing 
a new number, may perhaps account 
for the feeble response we thus far have 
had, and we will charitably lay their 
delinquency to that source. 
But while the largest share of the 
Wl'iting will naturally fall upon the edi-
tors, it is unreasonable to expect them 
to do all the literary work, in addition 
to conducting the various departments. 
Without desiring to shirk any work 
which of right we ought to do, we here 
extend general invitation for contribu-
tions, knowing that there are among us 
plenty of men who <'an write, and whom 
we trust will give the support that every 
college paper expects of the students. 
Let no one be deterred from fear that 
his name will be published. The secrets 
of the !!lanctum are sacred , and the au-
thorsh ip of no article is revealed without 
the consent of the writ{lr. If each one 
who can, will send but one or two con-
tributions a year, a great lift in carrying 
on the paper will be given the editors, 
while fresh pens will give variety to its 
columns and make it what it should be, 
the students' paper. 
"ALL'S well that ends weU." On 
the whole it has ended well 
enough. The boys had their fun, there 
is no longer any doubt as to the attitude 
of the Faculty toward bonfires, there is 
a better understanding between the 
professors and the students, and, finally, 
the latter are happy and so are the 
Firemen's-Relief-Fund men. 
The wilful violation of any rule 
or statute, however trivial, of our 
legitimate Jaw-makers or superiors is 
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not for a moment defensible from a 
moral point of view ,- ami it is from 
such a poiut that we ought always 
view it,-hut looking nt it in the light 
of the lc s exacting ways of the world 
we find ~omc mitigating circumstances 
attending thi particular case. 
Precedent, tho season, class-patriot-
ism, all have weight in tho exoneration 
of the little band of men who patiently 
bore rehuke nod sought not viudi~ttion. 
Tho power of precedent is daily illus-
trated in our politics, in otu· courts of 
justice, it is :t power in the h\nd and in 
the world. Thtll the merry hoUdny 
season exerls o. strong exhilarating in-
fluence on the minds of men is true, is 
evident and as it should be. As for 
class-patriotism one can easily under-
stand that it might he potent in deter-
mining tho actions of students, but 
the same one may deny that such pa-
triotism is an admirable quality in a 
student. The immediate good or 
bad resulting from class-patriotism 
may at time he debatable, but there can 
be no question ns to the moral superiority 
of the man who feels a personal interest in 
everything nffecting his clnss or class-
mate , and who bas the couruge to defend 
them in all that is just and proper. 
Give me for a friend the man whose 
ear tingles with honest pride to hear his 
class's praises sounded in class-room or 
in field, whose big, warm heart heats in 
sympathy with an unfortunate classmate 
or in exultation for an honored one; bnt 
0 , protect me from that other kind, the 
frigid, distant, over-cautious man 
who never did a harm nor yet a 
good, and who carefully avoids anything 
that might compromise his chosen posi-
tioo as [L non-est member of a class that 
his e very action nppears to disown. 
Which of the two shall make the patri-
otic citizen ? To which shall we look 
for love of country or of alma matet·1 
urely not to the one that is without a. 
spark of affection for his class, or for the 
traditions of his school. 
Class-patriotism, however, like all 
other patriotisms, may carry one be-
yond the bounds of discretion. 
That there is a F tLculty law against 
bonfires is to be regretted. It seems 
unnecessary ; there mny be good reasons 
for it, but we can summon only one 
argument in its favor, namely : the fact 
that the F acuity saw tit to make it. 
But it stands to-day on the statute-books 
of the Institute, and no possible combi-
nation of circumstances and ch'-"-S enthu-
siasm cnn excuse a violation of it. A 
dead-letter law is worse than nothing. 
A rule made by the Faculty was broken 
by students: and for the sake of our 
school, whose good name must retlect 
its radiance on our own, we nre glad a. 
penalty was imposed , though we our-
selves helped benr its weight. 
It is not uncommon for men to dis-
criminate too nicely between merely for-
bidden fruit and something that is inher-
ently wrong, when in fact there is no 
difference. Ignoring for a time the all-
sufficient fact that bonfires nrc forbidden , 
there could be, and wns, no harm in the 
demonstration of New Ye.•tr's Eve,-for 
neither the bonfire nor its instigators 
could in anywise be responsible for the 
stupidity of the policeman that rang in 
the false alarm. But in the enthusiasm 
of class patriotiem, a little hund of stu-
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were few in town, students whose mo-
tives were such that "e'en their failings 
leaned to virtue's side," transgressed the 
rules, and were promptly met by u 
Faculty whose skill and firmness augu1·:J 
good for the futw·o of the Institute. 
compute the strain on each piece of a. 
complicn.ted lattice-girder puzzle, but 
for one who, possessing the practicnl 
ski ll, can successfully upply the prin-
ciples of theoretical consideration to the 
art of practical construction ; and because 
one is an adept mathematician he will 
WHAT department shall I choose? not necessarily make a successful civil 
This vital question demands a engineer. In chemistry too, one that 
most thorough consiueration of the enjoys trying a few experiments or can 
various conditions and qualifications in- endure the odors of a laboratory, is not 
fluencing its decision, and a careful necessarily fitted for a practical chemist; 
bearing in mind of the magnitude of the neither is the ability to compute the 
depending results. probable error of a. single observation 
The old view of higher technology the desideratum of a physjcist. The 
wns that by thoroughly training the powers of observation and deduction 
brain, the hands would take care of them- together with more or less mechanical 
selves. The fallacy of this reasoning is ability form specially important requisites 
shown in the experience ofthe polytechnic in these departments. 
schools of Germany nod Austria where, One should be influenced largely by 
after long courses of study, the graduates his own preferences, for to a large degree 
of these high institutions find themselves our success is proportional to our interest, 
unable to obtain employment simply be- which in turn is dependent upon our 
cause they are not practical. lik~s and dislikes. But never should he 
The demand is fot· a combination of run the risk of choosing a line of work 
theory and practice without which one can- simply because his father wished his son 
not successfully compete in any depart- a st.atesman or his maiden aunt had doted 
ment, and it is this combination that ha.s on him ~I.S a missionary. 
given our school its deserved reputation. If one hns no decided preference he 
It is presumed that in most cases one should seek advice from those best 
has an idea of the department desired qualified to judge, and few if any are 
before entering the school, but he is better able to render an inte11igent 
now called upon to make his decision. opinion than the instructors under whose 
The mechanical engineers have already eye six months have been passed. That 
made their choice, and we will concern clause in the catalogue, " At the middle 
ourselveswiththeotherdepartmontsonly. of the first year every student (under 
To become a successful designer one the advice of the instructors) chooses 
must possess traits specially adapted to some department" is too frequently re-
his work, o.nd perhaps easie§t of all is the garded as if it read, chooses some depart-
decision as to whether this department ment and trusts that his choice will be 
should be chosen. The demand in civil approved. ·while in most cases there 
engineering is not for a man who can is no occasion to modify the student's 
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preference, there is nothing to be lost 
by con5ulting his friend ~, the in tructors, 
wbo~e experience should at least give 
them superior opportunities for judging; 
and be ruay obtain advice that will en-
able him to make a wi er choice. At 
all events hear all sides carefully, choose, 
and direct your energies according ly. 
I N the whirl and rush of our studies while at school, the question of what 
to rend is little thought of. It is one of 
great importance to the student prepar-
ing for life's work, but although wo 
may find many who have studied 
Engli.,h literature, and know when 
this or that great author )jved and died, 
what his be t writings at·e, what pecu-
liar diet he enjoyed the mo t, anu just 
what was his hour for rising and for 
going to bed, the knowledge of far too 
many stops with just that. They 
hn•.-e never really become acquainted 
with the author by reading his produc-
tions, never studied the beauty and purity 
of his thoughts, or enjoyed the trent 
of being lost in his well-hidden plots. 
A common excuse among college students 
is that they do not like to read anything 
solid in connection with their bard 
studied text-hooks ; they prefer some-
thing light which will make them laugh. 
For the student who is hard pressed 
this may be well, but at the sa.me time 
something more substantial and certain-
ly as recreative as the so-called " witty , 
periodicals of the times may be read. 
humorists are tho e who show forth 
human failings to such a degree as to 
make them very undesirable, if not ridic-
ulous. The reader in looking himself 
over finds some of his own failings so 
pictured to him that he immediately 
tries to overcome them. 
The knowledge of character is what 
the college student especially needs to 
obtain, that he may know bow to meet 
men when he gets out into the 
world. From mathematical text-books 
what good he can deri-re in helping him 
to study character, seems to lie in the 
keenness of perception which such study 
gives. Add to this keenne a fair 
knowledge of men's peculiarities, ob-
tained by reading or otherwise, and it 
will not only be an infinite help, but a 
source of pleasure through life. Besides 
the knowledge of character a knowledge 
of place is also acquired by rending. 
~Iany writer owe much of their popu-
larity to the truth and pleasing manner 
of their descriptions. 'Vith Scott this 
is especially true. Combining truth 
with his brilliant powers of description, 
be seems to lead one to the spot which 
be is describing, and there point out 
its beauties with so wcll-cho en words 
aod ~ ncb clearness, that the reader is 
indeed n poor artist wbo cannot paint the 
picture, with e\ery detail, from memory. 
By r~'lding also comes that very 
desirable accomplishment, the use and 
control of words in e~lJressing thought 
in either speaking or writing. 
There are many standard writings, 
which, while they give one excellent 
hints upon men's characters, are both 
amusing and full of enjoyment to all 
who read theru. Many of our best 
So to those who have spare moments 
we would say: Read. It is astonishing 
what a half hour or even fifteen minuteg 
a day can accomplish, and the results 
are a hundred times the investment. 
f 
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I T is with no Httle reluctance that we laboratory is made subordinate to the announce a change in our editorial gymnasium and commencement to field-
staff. We had hoped to be able to finish day? If so, then indeed have hundreds 
the year without lo~ing a name from the of our schools :md colleges made a ter-
list of those who sh·ove so hard last rible mi take. 
autumn to give such an impetus to the 
'V T I jow·nalistic wheel as to keep it 
in uniformly accelerated motion for nine 
or ten months without the sub equent 
aid of an unreasonably great amo11nt of 
constant endeavor. But this could not 
bE'. Mr. Bartlett, h:wing become en-
gaged in outside work, which together 
with his school duties reqllires his whole 
attention, resigned his position as editor. 
The class of '89 has· elected Mr. Des-
per to iill the vacancy caused by l\fr. 
Bartlett's resignation. 
SCHOLARSHIP AND ATHLETICS. 
THE discipline maintained in Ameri-can colleges has ever been the object 
of censure and ridicule of people, whose 
meam; or inclination have denied them 
the enjoyments of a college education, 
and being ignorant of the details of col-
lege life, are incompetent to judge of 
its merits. The one thing most con-
demned, is the prominence given to ath-
letics. Muscular development, they tell 
ns, is striven for to the detriment of men-
tal achievements. Philosophy gives way 
to foot-ball, and chemistry to cricket, 
while he alone is applauded who makes a 
base-hit or scores a touch-down. Ex-
pressions of this tenor are heard with 
such frequency as to denote a feeling, 
more or less general, that college ath-
letics robs study of its attractions and 
unfits the student for earnest mental 
work. But is there any foundation for 
such a feeling? Is it true, that the 
At this time there is scarcely a col-
lege, academy or even a boarding-school 
of any repute, which has not to some 
extent made provif!ion for the physical 
training of its students. Yet this great 
expenditure of money for costly gym-
nas ia. and skilled instructors, must be 
for sometbjng more than the mere enter-
tainment of the students. Surely some 
more potent reasons must influence col-
lege authorities to encourage athletics in 
their in t itutions. 
Appointed, as they are, to administer 
to the best interest of the students, the 
afli.tirs of an institution,-being nearly 
always men of signal ability, these 
presidents and professors of the colleges 
of the land, are almost unanimous in 
giving countenance and support to ath-
letics. The fact that they do so, should 
of itself check adverse criticism and 
suggest that perhaps there may be in it aU, 
more merit than is generally conceded. 
How much good can come from the 
practice of athletics among students, 
and what of evil it averts, cunnot better 
be shown than by using the words of 
P resident Stearns of Amherst college, 
in his report to the trustees:-
''Time and experience have convinced 
me of an imperious demand, in the cir-
cumstances of an academic life, for im-
mediate and efficient action on this sub-
ject. Many of our students come from 
furms, mechanic shops, and other active 
occupations, to the hard study and 
sedentary habits of college. Physical 
exercise is neglected, the laws of health 
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are violated, the protests and exhorta-
tions of instructot-s and other friends 
are unheeded. The once active student 
soon becomes physically indolent, his 
mental power~ become dulled, his move-
ment and appearance indicate physical 
deterioration. By tho t ime the Junior 
year i - reached many students have bro-
ken down in health , und every year some 
lives nrc sacrificed. Physical trninjng is 
not the only mean of preventing this 
result, but it is among the most promi-
nent of thew. If it could be regularly 
conducted, if a moderate amount of 
physical exercise could bo secured as a 
general thing to every student daily, I 
have a deep conviction, founded on close 
ob ·ervntion and experience, that not 
only would lives and health he pre-
ser ved, but nnimatioo and cheerfulness 
and n higher order of efficient study and 
intellectual life would be secured. It 
will be for the consideration of this 
Board, whether , for the encouragement 
of this sort of exerci e, the time has not 
come when efficient measures should be 
tnken for tho erection of a gymnasium 
and the procw·ing of its proper appoint-
ments ." 
The Board did consider the mutter 
and decided the "time had come." The 
result was the conception of what is 
now one of the finest college gymnasia 
in the United States. 
Even before this Harvard had h·ied 
it, and, ft·om President Eliot's own 
words, we lcnrn how eminently success-
ful it was. He says :-
"lt is agreed on all hands that the 
increased attention given to physical 
exercise and athletic sports within the 
past twenty-6.\'e years has been, on the 
whole, of great advantage to the uni-
vcr ity; that the nverage physique of 
the muss of students has been sensibly 
improved, the discipline of the college 
been made easier uod more effective, 
the work of many zealous students been 
done with greater safety, and the ideal 
student been transformed from a stoop-
ing, weak, nnd sickly youth, into one 
well-formed, robust, and healthy.'' 
While all this may be true, some one 
will suggest that a man can do only a 
given amount of work, and that while 
a sound mind in a sound body is greutly 
to he desired, yet they are bought with 
a price. The time spent in gymnasium 
work must be done at the expense of 
study and intellectual attainment. A 
man cannot hold his own in both. A 
gain in the gymnasium entails a loss in 
the lecture-room. Agrunst sucn criticism 
we would he willing to enter a defence. 
'Ve might say something about the 
mighty advunt.'lge of health and the 
cheap price paid for it, by letting a few 
chapters of Lutin or Greek go unlearned. 
But need we contend? I s the criticism 
true? If so, how cnn such records ns 
these (for which we are indebted to the 
H ano1:er Montllly) he accounted for ? 
Harvard University in 1885 and 1886 
had a college crew, a base-ball team nod 
a rank-list-the latter containing the 
nnmes of students who hnd attained 
during the previous term, un average of 
70 per cent. or ovet·, in any or a ll their 
studies. 
The crew contnined nino men. Two 
of these wore in the Law School , where 
no public record of their work is ronde-
one of them, howe\'er, is known to have 
stood high. Of the remaining seven 
every one bad his name on that rank-
li t. One of the seven devoted himself 
so faithfully to athletics as to secure the 
appointment of stroke oar of his crew, 
yet somehow he found leisure to so far 
improve himself ns to attain a. maximum 
.J 
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100 in the National History course-an 
exceedingly rare mark-and also to 
secure the degree of Ph.D.-the signHi-
cance of which is intelligible to anyone. 
The base-ball team contained ten men. 
At the beginning of the season the names 
of nine of them appeared on the score-
book, at the end of it, eight appeared 
on the rank-list. Of the eight, three 
were among the first twenty-five of a 
class of two hundred and fifty men ; and 
we venture the suggestion that among 
th~ two hundred and twenty-five who 
aimed for, but miesed this distinction, 
there might hu.ve been some of those 
studious grinds who "had no time for 
athletics." 
Other evidence, equally conclusive, 
might be given. For instance, the class 
crew of '86-eight men, with four on 
the rank-list; that of '87, eight men, with 
all on the rank list. 
One instance deserving special men-
tion is that of Wend ell Baker, '86. 
This man's attention to athletics secured 
for him the distinction of being the 
champion amnteur sprinter; yet his 
marks in six courses ranged from 80 to 
100, giving him an average of 87 nnd 
bringing him within the first twenty of 
his class. 
Nor is the record less remarkable 
in other colleges. Of six Yale seniors 
who this year received the highest 
literary honors-the Townsend prize 
for oratory-one is captain of the base-
ball team; two rowed in their class 
crew; one played on his class nine, and 
the sixth was a good general athlete. 
Such are the records we cite in support 
of college athletics . They are not vague 
speculations of what might be, but are 
actual records, made by athletic students, 
and appear among the archives of their 
respective colleges. To the fair-minded 
searcher for the truth they will have 
due weight; upholding all we claim for 
athletics. 'Ve are content to rest on 
the assertion, that a man can attend 
faithfully to his studies and his physical 
training-acquiring the latter, without 
loss of the former. The defence we 
urge in behalf of athletics is not unrea-
sonable; the inference to be drawn from 
the cases mentioned is not strained. 
That the men referred to were the best 
in the class, we do not believe. Doubt-
less Baker was outranked by class-
mates of far better mental attainment. 
The three base-ball men among the 
honorable twenty-five may have been 
the Jnst three , with twenty-two better 
men above them. But for o.ll that, 
though they were men giving much 
time to trainjng, their attainments in the 
college courses were of a high order, 
and of such as any college man might 
well ue proud. 
JILTED. 
yE echoes faint of jingling bells, 
What thoughts your wa:nlng soWld Impels; 
How memory tHes on snowy wing ; 
How my heart aches from that frosty sting. 
As young tbe night, as calm, as cold, 
As pure, ll8 bright as knights of old; 
A horse full fieet, of shapely limb, 
A wolf-robe thick, a cutter slim;-
And by my side a merry maid 
Whose ruddy, laughing lips obeyed 
Each impulse of a mlnd as true 
As man e'er felt or woman knew. 
Yes, so thought I, by sense forsook;-
How could I doubt that love-lit lookP 
Upon my breast her blushing face; 
How could I help that food embrace? 
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On the crispy snow the moonbeams dance;-
My eye rctlects her thrllJing g lance; 
Athwart the sky doth a meteor dart-
A sllarper haft hnth pierced my heart. 
For I was young anJ :.he was fair, 
The moonbeams played on her golden hair 
Where It peeped forth, a aucy tress, 
To view Its owner·s lo,·eliness. 
• • • • • • • • 
I marry a girl !or the girl herself, 
She marries 11 man for the man's base pelf. 
Alas! That there should dltrcrence be, 
A much as tbls 'tween her and rue. 
For I loved her then with a love to wed ; 
And she,-she loved me too, she said, 
But learning, beauty, youth and health 
W ere naught compared with boundless \vealtb. 
W ith a cruel prcs:i of her tlnger tips, 
She smothered a sigh on her trembllng lips; 
No, never, while will In mao holds s way 
M1ght her silly heart lead her mind astray! 
At those wo.yward words my pride returned; 
They lost my love, my pity earned; 
Lady, for ::.bame I To think to sell 
Your band and heart for your soul's death-knell. 
For hame! That you ln likeness hold 
A good man's heart and a miser's gold. 
Accept my thanks for saying me Nay; 
And pardon my presumt>tlon, pray.-
For I was young 1101.1 thou art. fair ; 
I thought with thee my 11 fe to :-hare; 
Youth that I was, ( knew not then 
Bow UtLie to thee are ~he lives of men. 
KI 'tiE' : A~ E .'AY F'OH. THE UN-
OPIJ I 'TICATgD. . 
BY l'ROt-'. 1·:. )l~:nnus. 
[Aner mncll urgeut solicitation , on the part of 
my many friend"~, r ha\•O conl'cnted t.o commu-
nJcate the result of my stu1lles upon a very 
strange phenomenon. 1 believe that no other 
philosopher bas trentl'd the l'ubject with more 
tbnn contempL; while I, as will be ~een , have so 
far pursued It thtu, In the theoretical part, there 
111 nothing further to be desired.] 
THE first .. h·iking fact that the student will obscn·e i that the dictionary 
definition:Htre very unS:ltisfactory. This 
fact leads me to infer that the dictionary 
writers knew little or nothing about it. 
The absence of a definition proved to 
rue a serious drawback. Ungeared at 
the very outset, I labored in the dark 
for no inconsiderable period, but ulti-
mately I resolved to study the phenom-
enon from nature ; and long and careful 
observation bas enabled me to give the 
following definition : KISS: a peculiar 
touch with the lips. It is executed (a) 
by projecting and puckering the lips, 
(b) pressing them, thus prep~t.red, against 
some other substance, (c) exerting a 
slight sucking action while the lips are 
still tightly closed, and (d) parting 
them slightly and permitting a very 
small quantity of air to enter them. This 
final operation gives rise to a clucking 
sound, analogous to the rattling of a 
steam radiator, though not usually so 
loud. 
From many points of view this appears 
a useless and unsatisfu.ctory species of 
activity, in which only babies and im-
beciles might be expected to indulge; 
but contrary to all such a p riori sup-
positions, observation indi<mtes that it 
is very generally practiced, even in 
civilized countries-in fact it is there 
that it appears to attain its maximum. 
This being the case it becomes desirable 
to investigate the phenomenon immedi-
ately, for the purpose of determining 
whether or not it it:S a sign of ment.al 
degeneracy, and if so to discover and 
apply the appropriate remedy, legisla-
tive or otberwit:Se. 
Upon the significance of the phenom-
enon there exi ts the greatc t variety of 
opm10n. Certain individuals consider 
it highly improper or even immoral to 
thus touch with the Jips a human being 
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individuals bestow such pressure boun-
tifully upon the cold noses of dogs and 
cats. These appear to be largely in the 
minority, and to be also in general <lis-
favor,judgingfrom the name, "tabbies", 
by which they are popularly called. I 
have been unable to trace the etymology 
of this appellative, but I assume, from 
the peculiar expressiveness of voice with 
which it is pronounced, that it is con-
sidered undesirable to be a "tabby". 
A second class, also in the minority, ad-
mit there is no evident ha rm in such an 
occupation , but fnil to appredate the 
beauties of it, and decline to identify 
themselves with it. Such creatures, 
forming a distinct species as nearly as 
I can ascertnin, are ~lied "mossbacks". 
All other classes indulge in it, though 
with different degrees of frequency. 
\Vhen I endeavored to discover tho 
reason for the practice I found the most 
conflicting reports. Some said it was 
for one thing, some for another. Among 
the reasons assigned are th&;e: parting, 
greeting, salutation, respect, submission, 
mockery , reverence, scorn, fidelity, he-
tr:tyul, love. For my part I could make 
of this neither beau nor tail . However, 
the confliction was not devoid of good 
res ults, for it led me to make tho cel-
ebr~lted psychological analysis which I 
havo so strenuously advocated upon aJI 
occasions, appropriate or otherwise, but 
which in its printed form I now offer 
for the first time to the scientific worJd. 
It is as follows :-
Man has imperative need of means of 
communicating his ideas. For this pur-
pose he has estahlished a system of signs, 
some being consciously chosen, and 
others being unconsciously selected by 
general consent on account of their un-
doubted fitness. But as his flow of 
thought and emotion is usually more 
rapid than the workings of his intellect 
it oftens happens that he is powerless to 
expre.ss himself in any conventional way, 
nod is obliged to do the best he can in 
some other way. The problem of de-
termining in advance what particular 
sig n he will use to express a given emo-
tion when that emotion has carried him 
beyond the limits of conventional meth-
ods of communication (i. e., when he 
feels language to be inadequate) is of 
too highly general a natme to be dis-
cussed hero. ·w e shall illustrate by a 
special example. Let us examine the 
probable sign that he will use to express 
affection. In the first plnce the sign 
must be simple, for the simplest signs 
nre the most expressive. Thus although 
a stamp of the foot, a savage look, a 
finge r pointed toward the door, and an 
emphatic " L eave I" may be logically 
synonymous with a long and polished 
sentence, there can be no doubt that 
the former would be fat· more impressive 
and effective. The greatest variety of 
similar facts might be adduced, to provo 
the statement thttt the lenst complex sign 
js the most efficient. And the reason 
for this is tbnt. man has at. his command 
a limited mnount of nervous energy, and 
the less of it there is consumed in the 
process of interpretation the more there 
will be left for the process of compre-
hension. The sign he will use, therefore, 
wiJI be simple. It will not consist of 
long sentences or of complicated acts. 
Moreover it must be easiJy and quietly 
performable ; for otherwise the sign it-
self would distract the attention of both 
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parties, and would defeut its own 
object. 
..,inco it is to be a. sign it must be com-
municated by way of one or more of the 
senses ; and since it is to be an expressive 
sign it must be communicated by one or 
more of the ncute senses, as hearing, sight, 
or touch. But considerations analogous to 
those in the preceding paragraph indicate 
that it will not involve heuring, unless 
by borne such subdued manifestation as 
a sigh, which would not be sufficiently 
audible or sufficiently definite to distract 
the attention. Hence it is probable thu.t 
it will involve sight or touch, or both. 
But it is highly improbable that it will 
involve hoth to an exactly equal degree, 
and we conclude that one will he pri-
mary and the other secondary. Now 
affection reucbes its maximum when the 
ptuticipants are geogrnphically adjacent, 
both on account of the larger visual nn-
gle tbut estcb suhtends, and on account 
of various other things which the student 
will find it instructive to investigate for 
him elf. This l<>ads us to infer that louclt 
will be primary and sight secondary. 
The next question is, what portion of 
the hody will be used? 'Yilt they step 
on ench other's toes or will they strike 
theit· elhows together? Ohviou ·ly if the 
effect is to be n. ma.:\imum the part usetl 
will be that most plentifully supplied 
with nerves. That is, the lips and the 
extremity of the tongue, or of the 
fingers. Now with mankind the tongue 
is out of the question for very obvious 
reasons, though the writer has heard 
travellers (commercial ) tell of lovers 
who hesitated not even at this. But 
everyone must have seen dogs, cats and 
cows lick their offspring, and we should 
probably do so bad we no lips. As it 
is we use both the bands and the lips. 
The grasp of fl'iend hip is a sacred thing, 
and the kiss a thing more sacred still 
because on ordinary occasions it is pro-
hibited. 
To the gentleman who thought be 
kissed his loved one because he had such 
a good chance, and "Barkis was will in' .,, 
we have shown his error. We have, in 
our special example, illustrated a method 
of investigation capable of indefinite ex-
pansion. We huve shown that the kiss 
is not an indicntion of mental degen-
eracy, and we therefore need no pro-
hibitory law. ·we have Ehown that the 
swain who marks the maiden's sidelong 
glauce of love, who draws into his arms 
her timid form, and gazing fondly down 
into the inexpressible depths of her dark 
liquid eyes, imprints upon her smi ling 
lips 
[NOTE.-Here the Professor was assassinated 
in the interest of Science. ED.] 
THE DYNAMOMETER CURVE. 
I N order to usc the dynamometer we must first know the value of a divi-
sion on the scale. This is usually de-
termined, in tho laboratory of the Insti-
tute by the Prony bmke. Weights are 
su pended from the extremity of an arm 
ahout 24 in. long, and the sh·ap is crew-
ed up until the moment of fi:iction is 
just equal to the moment of the weights . 
The index reading is then taken, the 
weights are changed, and the ex-
periment is repented. The results ure 
recorded by plotting on a sheet of ruled 
paper, using the index readings as 
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ity of the lever as ordinates. A line is 
then drawn so as to represent all these 
points as nearly as possible. In the case 
of the Institute dynamometer this line 
should be straight, since the deflection 
of a spring is assumed to be propor-
tional to the force applied. The only 
difficulty lies in determining what 
straight line best satisiies the plotted 
points. This is usually decided, in the 
Institute laboratory, by the eye. We 
shall show how it may be more scientifi-
cally done. For the suke of illustration 
let us use the following data, kindly 
furnished by Mr. J. W. Bllrke, from his 
plotted notes. Each ordinate was ob-
tained by taking the mean of three read-
ings. The abscissoo are in pounds and 
the ordinates in scale-divisions. 
1 8 10 12 1f 16 18 ~ 22 • 10 34 
x + m .a1 .u .SG 1.os 1.37 1"' uo 2.63 a.21 •.oe 













These equations cannot all be true, and 
we t~ball assume that none of them are 
rjgorously so, but that all are merely 
appro>.'imate. 
The general form of these eleven ap-
proximate equations being Bb+Aa+ 
L=O, the Normal Equations derived 
from them will be 
[BBJb+[BAJa+ [BL] =0 and 
[ABJb+ [AAJa+ [ALJ =O. 
(See " 'V T l " for November.) That is, 
the Not·mal equations are 
llb+ 18.33a+210. =0 
18.33b+4 7 .27a+457.04=0 
Whence a=- 6.41 and b= - 8.41, 
and the best line we can draw is 
y=6.41x+8.41. If we now return to 
the observation-equations and find the 
error of each one by using these values of 
a and b we shall find six of them positive 
and five negative. The swn of the posi-
tive ones is +3.38, and of the negative 
ones, -3.36. This shows that our 
arithmetic work is right. In general 
the errors of the different equations will 
not add up zero as they do in- this case. 
To show this, consider Bb+Aa+L=e., 
whence BB.b+BA.a+BL=Be., and 
[BBJb+[BAJa+[BL]=[Be]. But 
the first member of this is zero, because 
our first Normal Equation must be satis-
fied. Hence [Be] =0. And so also 
[.Ae]=O. In genernl, multiply each 
equation-error by the coefficient of some 
one of the unknowns in that equation; 
sum all of these products, and the re-
sult should be zero. 
Multiplying each equation-error by 
the coefficient of b in that equation we 
obtain for tho sum of the positive terms, 
+3.38, and for the sum of the negative 
ones,-3.36. Tbeoretjcally these should 
be numerically identical. They wollld 
have been so if we bad been more care-
ful in our arjtbmetic work. Similarly, 
multiplying each equation-error by the 
coefficient of' a in tbat equation we find 
+ 6.22 as the sum of the positive terms, 
and-6.27 as the sum of tho negative ones. 
These woul<l also beaJike if Ollr arithmetic 
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work were better. However the differ-
ence, even in the last case, is only four-
fifths of an ounce, and that is quite near 
enough. 
Since y is the number of pounds at 
the extremity of a two-foot arm, the 
equation we buve found may be mnde to 
give the moment of friction directly by 
multiplying it by 2. Thus 'Mr. Bw·ke's 
experiments give the following result : 
( MomBnt transmitted by the dynamom-
etet·, expressed in feet and pounds,) 
= 12.82X (scale reading) +16.82. 
JOHNNIE KNOW ALL ON FIRES. 
.l F IRE is a thing that burns. it is 
1:1. sometimes made of \V ood and 
sometimes mude of kole. 
Kerycene makes a good fire and so 
does nightroglicerin. Nightroglicerin is 
a thjng tbut kicks like fu t·y when you bit 
it but won't hurt unyboddy if you leave 
it alone. sometimes Nightroglicerin 
smoakes and fumes and makes a grate fus 
as if it wood go ofl'. In this kuse it is 
safest, alltho their is no danger, to leave 
the room and let sum one else take care 
of it for sum body bas said Self preserva-
tion is the better part of V a I lor. 
Fires nre sometimes usefull us when 
they keep us warm or burn up old books 
of exercises in english und uther lan-
guages and somtimes they n.re harmfull 
as when they burn up dym Sbos or 
crack the glas in the windos of buildings 
near bye. 
" rhen a hous gets on fire in a big 
city like worcester sumboddy gos to a 
fire alarm box and pulls it and this 
makes t he al:trm ring nnd then the firemen 
come and it is great sport to see them 
squirt watter onto the flames and smoak:. 
fires are of all Sizes from the size of 
the one which heats the Tech Chapple 
way up to a bonfire. 
A Bon fire is one made of barells and 
tar and kerycene and fense rales. The 
name bon fire is taken partly from the 
french word which means good fine first-
class and this is why peeple are sumtimes 
fined for haveing them. when their is 
a bon Fire it is not necesery to ring an 
alarm as the fire men don't like to go too 
them but when the fire is at nite peeple 
sumtimes dont kno what they are doing 
and so they ring the fire alarm and then 
all the firemen hustel arround and wake 
up and barnes the horses and try to get 
to the fire first and then when they get 
their they say renl bad things about the 
ones who started it only I think the one 
that pulled the alarm is the most to 
blaim. 
In sum places the ones that make a 
bonfire if they get found out and they 
allways do becaws if peeple dont kno 
who they are, why they just go arround 
and ask everyboddy if they were the 
ones. 
Well when they find them out they 
nllways fine them and give the monny to 
the fireman or else t{)temperence societys. 
In sum places they fine them twice as 
much as the box where the alarm was. 
for example if it is box number 25 
they charge them 1ifty dollars. 
the Techs dont ever have bon fires 
now but when they do have them they 
are real busters. My Brother he is a 
Tech and he says they dont have them 
becaws it keeps them out late nites and 
it is not good for any one to be out after 
seven unless it is a Temperence leckture 
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and smoaking isn't alloud becaws it is 
a bad example for the preps. 
He says he is going to bye a rubber 
ring and a rattel becuws he must have 
sumthing to ammuse himself with but 
he isn't going to let anyboddy kno it be-
caws perhaps be wood not be alloud to use 
them on the grownds. he says he thinks 
sum schools have a faculty for sitting 
down on anything with any fun in it and 
then be says it is a pun but I dont see 
the point. 
This is all I kno about :fires so I will 
klose. 
J. K. 
FORMULA FOR LENGTH OF DAYS. 
THE following original formula for finding the length of day in any 
latitude and for any declination of the 
sun was kindly sent us by Mr. W. W. 
E stes, '84. 
In the Fig. let L = latitude of point . 
" D = declination of sun. 
' ' C = angle between sun-
set meridian and 6 o'clock meridian. 
Then C is required and must be found 
from the spherical triangle A B C. 
In this triangle, lettet·ed to agree with 
the lettering of Chauvenet's Trigonome-
try ,b=90° . Therefore this is a quadrantal 
triangle and must be solved by conversion 
to its polar which will be a right-angled 
sphericnl triangle, A' B' C', in which 
B' = 90°, a'= (180 -A) = (180-D) 
A'= (180-a.) =(180-eo.L) =(90+L). 
This reduces it to Case Ill. on Page 
17 4 of Chauvenet's Trigonometry, from 
which we get the formula : 
T A ' tan a' . , tan a' (1) an = ~-, or sm c = - - . 
sin c' tan A' 
Substituting in , (1), for a', (180 -D), 
" A' , (90 + L), 
"C', (180- C), 
we obtain sin (180- C)= tan (~:o-z>, 
tan O+ ) 
or sin C = - tan ~ = tan D tan L. 
-cot 
By substituting any vnlues for D and 
L we may readily find C, which converted 
into time, multiplied by two and added 
to twelve hours gives the length of days 
for the above values of D and L. 
Of course this investigation being 
purely matbemaUcnl does not consider 
the refraction of the atmosphere, which 
influences the apparent rising and setting 
of the hetLvenly bodies. 
STATESMAN AND NOVELIST: 
A TALK BETWEEN SEI\ATOR INGALLS AND 
MR. HOWELLS. 
ON the evening of March 12, 1886, I spent a few hours at the W asbington 
home of Senator aod Mrs. Ingalls, whither 
I bad accompanied Mr. auc.l Mrs. H owells, 
and there heard .about the following con-
versation. 
In person M.r. Howells is about five feet 
and four inches in height, quite stout, with 
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a short neck, large bend carried a little in 
front,-probably a result of continual lean-
ing forward to write,-pleasant blue eyes, 
iron-gray hair and moustache, nod a color-
less Napoleonic face. enator Ingalls, tall, 
straight, slender, with lat-ge bend, piercing 
black eyes, gray hair and moustache, looks 
the scholar and distinguished man even in a 
crowd of distinguished people. Two per-
sons could sc:ucely be mot·e antipodal : 
Ingalls argumentative, pungent, pictures-
que i Howells gentle, graphic and absorbent. 
After the preliminaries, Mr. Howells 
said, " Mr. Ingalls, what do you think of 
Cleveland?" 
"In many respects I bue not made up 
my mind. I will give you my data and you 
can come to your own conclusions. It was 
something to see a mao who bad been in 
Washington but once before, enter the 
enate-cbamber with perfect self-possession 
in <:ompany with Mr. Arthur, tLat polished, 
sell-poised gentleman. The leading men 
of the nation were present i the galleries 
were full of distinguished people. More 
atUious to see him e\"'en than the others 
were the leaders of bis own party from the 
South, to wbom be was personally unknown. 
Amid such s urroundings be coolly took bis 
sent beside Mr. Arthur, with every eye, 
every opera glass centered upon him. He 
looked neither cmbnrassed nor nervous in 
the least. lie never moved dul'ing that 
half-hour or preliminary exel'cises,-not 
his band, not his foot; be did not wink 
oftener than usual ; be might have been 
bronze, for any effect the inspection seemed 
to produce. He then moved out to the 
front, where he took the oath of office and 
delivered the first ioaugorsl I ever heard 
pronounced without manuscript. He stood 
there and delivered that harangue of dog-
matic platitudes without any attempt at 
oratory." 
"He held a card between the second and 
third fingers of his left hand, which he 
kept mostly behind him. OCC38ionally be 
would bring that card in front of him ; it 
probably contained only a few catch-words. 
The fact that in the few months of intense 
excitem~nt between the time of his election 
and inauguration be should have gotten that 
speech into his mind so as to give it calmly 
before that vast multitude, whom no man 
could number, was , to me, inexplicable." 
" Was his immobility , training or temper-
ament ?" asked Mrs. Howells. 
HTempernment, I should say," continued 
the Senator. "Then be bas what his friends 
call firmness, what his enemies denominate 
obstinacy. He is perfectly self-reliant. I 
have asked nearly every Democratic Sena-
tor, 'with whom does Mr. Cleveland advise, 
who is his best friend ?' Not one of them 
knows; and it is now acknowledged by 
them that he has no intimate friend , oo ad-
viser , no counsellor: no one but Grover 
Cleveland is responsible for his acts. Now 
draw your own conclusions." • • • 
Mr. Howells, in some connection, re-
marked,-
" When I first went to Boston, the lit-
erary men were very kind to me. Longfellow 
gave a dinner every Wednesday evening, 
where I met Agassiz, Holmes, Lowell , Tom 
Appleton, Emerson, and many others. No 
one who rang the door bell was admitted. 
To knock was the sign of membership. 
Longfellow was tnnslnting Dante. Before 
dinner be would read his tt·anslation , while 
we kept the I talian in band , and commented 
upon, and criticised, his work." 
" ls it a literal translation?" 
"Yes, it is an exact reproduction of the 
Italian." 
" Was Longfellow a good talker?" said 
the Senator. 
"Yes: be did not talk as much as Low-
" Did be 
Howells. 
not have notes?" asked Mr. ell, Holmes, or others, bot be gave the )favor 
to the evening. He had a personalloveline88 
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and sweetness quite indescribable. When 
the evening was gone you would find 
what Longfellow said or did, pre-eminent 
in memory." 
"Did Longfellow keep his powers to the 
last?" 
"Yes," said Mr. Howells, "he suffered 
much from neuralgia of the bead, and com-
plained of feeling confused, but be did not 
show it. Emerson, you know, totally lost 
his memory. I saw bim looking at Long-
fellow io his coffin with a. dazed, confused 
look, and I said to myself, 'He does not 
know his old friend.' When the funeral 
was over, he said to Mrs. Agassiz, 'The 
gentleman whose funeral we have attended 
was a sweet and beautiful soul ; but I can-
not recall his name.' Emerson remembered 
the use of things, but not their names. 
Be would speak of 'that we use t~ keep 
the rain off' for the word umbrella. His 
daughter went everywhere with him to be 
memory for him." 
Ma·. Ingalls said, ''1 remember Emerson 
came to Williams College in 1854: to ad-
dress the societies. I was sent to his room 
to tell him the particulars as to time anrl 
place. Be was yet writing his address. 
As be finished page a fter page he flung 
them to the floor, aocl they were scattered 
all over the room. We took a walk before 
sunrise, and as we saw the sun come up 
over the horizon be said, '0, Sunrise and 
Sunset, ye great magicians 1' I never saw 
him again. Does Dr. Holmes retain all 
his powers?" 
"Yes: when you meet him be may be 
dim a moment, then his mind instantly 
clears, and be is the same hrilJiant, wonder-
ful talker. How many good things he bas 
said and written ! Lowell is probably the 
most charming living talker, when be 
talks every body else listens.'' 
Some one said, " What of Whittier?" 
Mr. Ingalls replied, "Lon.l;.{fellow and Whit-
tier are so different as not to be comparable. 
Whittier always wrote to help some good 
cause. He writes for a purpose. Long-
fellow wrote as the birds sing." 
"llr. B owelJs, is Whittier a good 
talker?" 
"Whittier is double-distilled silence. He 
is from New England, and a Quaker; but 
what he d,oes say is always worth bearing.'' 
• • • • • • 
Mrs. Howells beTe rose to go. The Senator 
said to Mr. Howells , "May I offer you a 
cigar ?" 
"No, I don't smoke.'' 
"No vices?' ' 
"Yes, but I conceal tbem.''-Extractfro. 
Harriet Earhart Monroe's Paper in Lippifl-
cott's for January. 
THE CINUERS. 
THE fellows kindled a bontlre, They say lt. looked sublime; 
We're sorry so few could see lt. 
But we'll all be there, next time. 
Tbe boys were so few in numbeT, 
And tbe hill so bard to climb; 
Tbe barrels weren't qult.e all taken, 
But they all will be, next time. 
0 , tbe words tbose firemen uttered, 
Would look out of place In rhyme; 
They'll do much more tban talldng, 
lf they catch the boys, next time. 
And as tor the fifty dollars, 
I t was all paid up to a dime; 
There were only a few to stand It, 
But we'll all be In It, next time. 
Don't think that the "nine" regret It, 
The run they bad was prime; 
If you want 1.0 test the statement, 
Wby. all come out, next time. 
Dot.gltU. 
Bot troth shall conquer at tbe lAst, 
For round and round we run, 
And ever the rlgbt comes uppermost, 
And ever is justice done. 
(Jiaarlu Jl~aJ. 
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Mn. EDJTOn: 
I wish to cnll attention to lbe nbom-
ina.hlc condition of the path ou the west 
side of the hill, leading down to ·west 
street. .:\[o t of this was somewhat im-
pro,~ed nhout a month ago, nnd although 
left rather tony near the top it was in 
compurati\·ely good condition before 
the snow fell. 
)\Tith tbi part I find no fault, but 
at the foot of the hill , in the gutter 
whore a stream which is partly I believe 
the dischur"c from the chemical labora-o 
tory, is constantly flowing, there is, 
du1·ing winter, un ever present forma-
tion of lu b, through which one can only 
with dilliculty 'vade. H ere, wheu perhaps 
all the rest of the walk from one's room 
i hnt·d and dry, one is sure to nod a 
pool , always Yarying in s ize, of half-
frozen snow and ice, through which he 
cannot. walk dry-shod, unless protected 
by rubher hoots. 
Of course there are ways of avoiding 
this place. One might follow the ro:td 
to the top of the hill and approach 
the buildings from the opposite s ide, or 
he migut go around to the front. via 
H ighland and Boynton sh·<'et . or, be 
could Cttrry bis rubber hoots to U1e spot 
and put them on to cro in; hut all 
thc,._e ways are objectionable and cspcc-
inlly so if he is in a hurry. 
Now it:~ it n king too much to request 
that something be done to impro,·c the 
condition of thi ' place? P erhaps it is 
not the proper season to make a cuh·ert, 
or an elnhorute bridge, nod pcrhup jt 
i the tity and not the In tit.ut.e tbat 
should uttcnd to it anyway, hut ~orne­
thing ought to be done nnd might be 
done without g reat lnhor or expense. 
E,·cn a few pl:mks laid across would 
be an acceptable improvement. 
This matter is of interest to no small 
numher of the s tudents of the school. 
and indeed one member nt least of the 




TH ERE arc tweuty-four long-distance telephone wires in use between New 
York and Philadelphia. 
C. baler Smith, the well-known en-
gineer, died in t. Louis , Dec. 19, 
1886. 
Twenty miles, about two-thirds of 
the total length, of Croton Aqueduct, 
is already completed. 
The Chrome Steel Works of Brook-
lyn, N . Y., have concluded to substi-
tute gas for coal in their heating 
furnaces. 
Th<3 new Tay Bridge, begun in 1882, 
is nearly completed, at a cost not much 
below $5,000,000. 
I t is proposed, in England, to light 
miners' lamp hy elech·icity. The elec-
tricity will he taken from accumulators, 
and the lights will be covered as at 
present. 
I n compliance with a. law that went 
into effect Jau. 11, 1887, ul l Massachu-
setts milroad companies must place foot-
guard behind tbciJ· frogs and switches. 
'" otfendcn as crt ' that tbe crystnls 
that occut· in the ,·enom of the cohra, 
and to which the name cobric acid has 
been given, arc in reality calcium 
sulph~1te. 
Tbe city of Buftulo has ordered that 
the telephone pole of that city he taken 
down. The New York Supreme Court 
has decided tbat the city authorities 
h~we the ri~ht to enforce the order. 
The wire. will be put under ground. 
In the cour. e of ::;orne experiments on 
the reduction of alkaline nitrates, it was 
observed tbnt equal parts of sodium ni-
ti·ate und hypophosphite form n power-
fully detonating mixture. It i probable 
that the rettctiou is us follows :-
Nu H2 P02+2 Na N08= 
Na3 PO,+H0+2NO,+N0. 
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There is some prospect of a resump- adding lead acetate solution and a few 
tion of work on the tunnel under the drops of acetic acid. This substance, 
Hudson River between New York and whutever it may be, closely resembles 
Jersey City. Steam pumps are now in some respects a di-amine of a poly-
clearing the old works of water; and saccharide, and in other respects ergotic 
as soon as this is done an inspection will acid. 
be made to ascertain the condition of Richard A. Proctor sometimes turns 
the sections already built. his attention from the celestial regions 
Mr. E. D. Preston of the U . S. Coast to the mundane affairs of common life; 
and Geodetic Survey has gone to the and one of his studies has led him to 
Sandwich I slands to do some scientific calculate the hands at poker. He finds 
work for the Hawaiian government. that the following are the chances : 
This work will consist in determining Of flll8b sequences there may be 40 
astronomical latitudes a.nd meridians, or fours , 624. 
and will occupy four or five months. Of full hands, 3, 744 
A record of all observations will be kept Of common flushes, 5,108 
in the archives of the C. & G. Survey. Of common sequences, 10.200 
The work is done entirely at the ex- Of triplets, 54,912 
f th H .. t th Of two pairs, 1,09 ,240 pCense oS e a1wau~n gotbvernmen , e ,, Bob tails," 1 ,SOi ,n4o onst urvey oanmg e uecessary --- --
instruments. Total number of possible bands, 2,598,950 
A new petroleum engine, invented by A newly discovered property of the 
Herr Marcus of Vienna, is now used in ellipse is expressed as follows : 
the torpedo boats of the German navy. "If on the continuation of one of the 
The machine is set in motion by electro- conjugate semi-axes of an ellipse a point 
magnetism. It has far more power than is taken whose distance from the centre 
a steam eng ine of the same sizo and is is equal to the square root of the sum of 
less liable to explosion. The fuel for the squares of such semi-axes, the tan-
it takes up less space than coal. All gents thrown to the ellipse ft·om such 
experiments thus far have proved point will be at right angles with each 
satisfactory. other. 
The monopoly thnt bus hitherto con- Prof. T. K. Abbott , Fellow of Trio-
trolled the " Pitch Lake" of Trinidad, ity College, Dublin, maintains that the 
the source of nearly all the asphalt used ordinary writers on mechanics are in 
in the United States, bas been broken, error as to the order of lever to which 
and all persons may now tako asphalt the oar belongs. These writers class it 
from the lake on paying a government with levers of the second o1·der; but the 
royalty of 2s. 6d. per ton. The use of above-named gentleman, in a few pages 
asphalt pavements will doubtless in- of the Philosophical Magazine for J:lnu-
crease very muteriully. ary, apparently proves beyond question 
The Japanese government bas issued that the oar is a lever of the first class, 
a caution against the con umption of a the oar-lock being the fulcrum and the 
certuin species of fish called the tetrodon, water the resistance. 
the spawn and various organs of which For the following item on the care of 
produce toxical effects resemb}jng those fires in boilers we are indebted to Engi-
of curari. Several deaths annually have neer Little of the United States Navy :-
resulted from the use of this fish. The When fires are heavily banked in 
toxiettl substance is extracted from the f ront (i. e. by hauHng the ignited fuel 
spawn by heating with water at 65° to70° , from the back portion of the bars to the 
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fr·ont so as to leave the grate-bm·s hare 
nt the back), the necc u.ry expenditru·e 
of fuel to maintain the fire.,. so is gt·eater 
when tho furnace and a h-pit door arc 
open and tho connection doors closed, 
th:m when the furnace and ash-pit doors 
are clo ed und the connection (or equiv-
alent) door ncar the bu o of the smoke-
pipe is open. An ob et·vation extend-
ing over a period of forty-e ight hours 
di coYered as a resu lt of keeping the 
furnace and ash-p it doors opened a loss 
of thirty-fi,·e and one-half per cen1um 
(35.5 %) of what was burned with 
the ·e doors clo'"'ed. It bas been stuted 
as an ohjcction to keeping the ash-pit 
closed thnt the grate-bars are likely to be 
wtu·ped hy the confined heat, but this 
fault i wot·e imaginary than rea l ; the 
boilers are lc likely to he injured hy 
une(JUal cxpao ions when the doors are 
closed. 
Below i a clipping from the "T orces-
ter Gazelle's report of the annual meet-
ing of tho "r orcester County Society of 
Engineers : 
"Prof. Geor·ge II. \Yhite, C. E., of 
the Free I n titute, by iO\·itation, read a 
very interesting paper on the construc-
tion of tho Miunebaha hridgo which 
spans tLe Mi sis$ippi river about 2! 
mile below the falls of 't. Anthony. 
This bridge is 114-4 feet long between 
the extreme", nnd is bui lt of :;tccl und 
iron, mostly of the llltter, uud cost 
$155.14:0.()7, or between 4! and 5 cents 
a pound. Of the total co t. $10,000 for 
freight wns ptlid hy the railroud com-
puny for which the bridge wu · huilt. 
One peculiar1ty nbout the bridge i~. thttt 
it has a tendency to move towurd the 
east, the mils tending to creep that way 
and continually pulling out the spikes 
on the west side. From the prelimi-
nary sm vcy to the cud of construction, 
taking into consideration the change of 
the locution originally laid out, 18 
months' time was consumed. The bridge 
is known ns the "Cantilever" design, 
of which ~fr. C. Shaler Smith of St. 
Louis, whose death occurred about two 
·weeks ago, was the pioneer as applying 
the principle on a large scale, and was 
the designer of the famous Kentucky 
ri ver bridge. The bridge was origi-
nally designed for a single track, but 
afterward changed for a double track, 
and for fast trains . 
The Vindex from St. Mark'3 School, 
comes to our table for the fit·st t ime. 
The Yale ./!.Te~.os of Dec. 20, presented 
a g loomy appearunce, with its heavy 
mourning lines announcing tho death 
of Mr. H enry C. Kingsley, Treasurer 
of the University ; and George A . 
'Vat.kinson, a member of the Sophomore 
class. 
Tooneunacquainted with theworkinbrs 
of that unjversity, the paper on " Har-
vurd .. in the n ave1:fordian will be in-
teresting reading. 
HaYing recently made a vHt to Cam-
bridge, we read the article with added 
intm·est and pleasure. 
The P hillips Exete1· L it. this month 
made us itti first call. Its nttractive 
exterior is but an index of what mar be 
found within. The excellence of this, 
the fifth number, n ugurs well for future 
success. \Ve trust we mn.y be numbered 
nmong its exchanges. 
An in. pection of evernl of \\r orcester's 
industries, made by thirteen students of 
the ~!ass. Institute of Technology under 
the guidance of one of the professors, 
proved so interesting, that the Tech 
devote nearly three pages to a descrip-
tion of it. ' Ve trust, that, hncl more 
time been at their disposal , the \ Vorcester 
Tech would have been visited, where, we 
are sure , our Boston freinds would have 
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Among all the " Uhristmas Numbers" 
which the holidays have brought to our 
table, none can equal the Tuflonian's in 
abundance of hright stories consonant 
with the jolly feeling which penrades 
all studentdom at christmastide. All ils 
departments, in fact, are full, making 
this number a red-letter one, as its new 
cover unconsiously announces. 
Persistent head-currents of electricity 
must have prevailed, the last few months, 
between here and the west, or else the 
University of Minnesota has been on an 
extended vacation. On Nov. 5, 1886, 
Harvard celebrated its two hundred and 
:fiftieth anniversary. On Dec. 22, after 
nearly every college paper in the land 
(not to speak of the daily papers) had 
announced the fact, the .A1·iel comes out 
with a two-page article on "Harvard's 
Two-Hundred and F iftieth Birthday." 
Rats! 
A graduate of Oberlin college, writing 
from Ger·many, gives the Review some 
advice in rogru·d to the management of 
that paper. Among other things, be 
suggests that the paper be made a 
monthly instead of a bi-weekly. This 
is ill advice and such as we hope the 
Review will not tnke. The office of a 
college paper is not that of a magazine. 
Its object is not alone to furnish literary 
matter to its readers, but to act, in a 
meusure, as n newspaper-a chronicler 
of events , tmd to keep its readers posted 
in the afl~tirs of other colleges. By 
pulJu:iliing semi-monthly, much of this 
matter is presented whi le fresh, and 
consequently makes pleasanter rea1tio~. 
Undoubteclly a monthly can he made 
interesting , but fot· :1. bi -weekly to turn 
monthly, is retrogression. If we may 
be allowerl to criticise the R eview at all, 
we would say, tbat excellent as it is, it 
would be improved by the addition of 
an exchange column. 
It was with feeling of sympathy 
and regret, that we noted the loss sus-
tained by our friend, the B warthmo1·e 
Phoenix, in the deuth of its business 
editor, Mr. Frederic B. Dilworth. 
The tenor of the article recounting the 
memorhLl exercises speaks eloquently of 
the esteem in wh.ich the deceased was 
held. Just one feature of the present 
number, however, is to be regretted, 
namely, the little poem entitle-d '' On 
the Ice," for which, under the circum-
stances. no room should have been 
given. The very n~tture of the subject, 
so suggestive of the sad loss, jarred a 
little when we read it. 
We were pleased, however, with the 
article on "Va.ssar College," which 
seems to be one of a series on the prin-
cipal colleges of note in this country . 
We hope the Pltoenix will not confine 
itself to American colleges, but will in-
clude at lenst Oxford and Cambridge 
U Diversities. 
Oxford University, England, has 
3000 students. 
Yale has 32 men training for the 
Mott Haven team. 
The 1tttenda.nce in the gymnasium at 
Ynle is compulsory for Freshmen. 
Columbia will celebrate her one 
hundredth anniversary Apri l 17th, 1887. 
The Cornell Freshmen have adopted 
a class bat, a hlack Tam-O'Shanter with 
a green top-knot. 
In respect to the number of students, 
Harvard is first ; Oberlin second; 
Columbia third ; 11ichigan fourth, and 
Yale fifth.-Ex. 
It is s:1id tbat the Unh·ersity ofPenn-
sylvania is tbe oldest institut ion in the 
country bearing the legal title of U Diver-
sity. The College of Pbiladelpbia be-
came the University of Pennsy lvania in 
the year 1791. 
Harvard, last year, adopted the plan 
of having a committee of students to 
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confer with the Faculty on matters of 
mutual interest. 
The scheme was successful and this 
year Princeton has determined upon a 
similar course. 
On tho 22d of this month a Students' 
Conference Committee will be elected, 
consisting of six eniors, three juniors, 
two sopbomot:es and one freshman. 
:Mr. RiJl, the father of the tudent 
who was expelled from Dickinson col-
lege, bas brought snit against the faculty, 
since they decided against reinstatinu 
him. The amount of damages claimed 
is $10,000. The othor three young 
men who were expelled along with Hill, 
will al. o bring suit.-T/te University. 
The Boston press, represented by the 
six lending dailies, employs forty-two 
journalist , who are college gruduates 
from fourteen colleges.- Oommercial 
Adverti:;er. 
Is not this a very low 
each new paper? There 
college educated men on 




When the subject of issuing n larger 
and more complete catalogue this year 
Wll being discussed, it is related that 
President Dwight replied to an eCO-
nomical member of the Faculty who 
had been arguing that even the old 
catalogue could hardly be mailed for 2 
cents, that he thought the University 
had now reached a three-cent basis.-
YaleNews. 
It ii:i we ll k nown that us the rivers of 
the North are ft·ozen over almost the 
entire winter, college crews must resort 
to some sort of artificial ro,ving, to 
obtain the requisite trnining for the 
summer'~ work. Thls is accomplished 
by the u e of hydraulic rowing machines. 
But it has been left to Yale to introduce 
a novelty in the way of winter traininu 
for her ~rew. She uses an ordinary shel~ 
floated m ~\ tank sixty feet by thirty-
five, and anchored at the stern. The 
exercise only imperfectly counterfeits 
actual rowing, as m the latter case 
the boat moves and the oars remain al-
most stationary, while in the tank it is 
the reverse. Doubts are expressed as 
to the efficiency of the scheme. 
Mr. Jonas G. Clark of Worcester 
has set apart $1,000,000 for the endow-
ment of a university to he built at the 
south end of the city and to be known 
as " Clark University." 
The generous originator of the plan 
has already selected the site of the pro-
posed new buildings and has petitioned 
the legislature for a charter of incor-
poration. 
Prof. Alden has gone to Atlanta, Ga., 
to aid in the establishment of a technical 
school in that city. 
Eng ineer "\V. N. Little, U. S. N., 
lately a professor at the Institute, has 
joined his ship, the Galena, for a 
cruise through the "\Vest Indies and the 
Windward I slands. 
The Oalena is a wooden corvette 
of 1800 tons displacement, huilt at the 
Norfolk Navy Yard in 1877. She car-
ries a crew of one hundred and eighty-
seven men, and twenty-one officers. 
Her armament consists of one six-ty-
pounder Parrott rifle, one eig ht-inch 
Dablgren converted rifle, six nine-inch 
smooth bore Dahlgrens, one three-inch 
breech-loading rifle, one howitzer, one 
Gatling gun, and n torpedo outfit. Be-
sides toucbiug nt all the principal ports 
of the \Ve t Indies, the Galena will 
visit Aspinwall, Cartagena, and Vera 
Cruz before returning to Fortress Mon-
roe where she is due May 1, 1887. 
Professor Little's kindly interest in 
the affairs of the Institute continues un-
abated. W e wish him a pleasant cruise. 
Mr. Cleaves, '73, Associate Professor 
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cently paid the " Tech." a visit. H e 
bas perfected and patented a drawing-
stand which the Washburn Machine 
Shop, having secured the right of Mr. 
Cleaves, is to manufacture . 
Mr. J. A. Vail, '78, and Miss Sallie 
Crane of St. Louis, were married in that 
city, ,Jun. 19, 188 7. 
". e are pleased to chronicle a visit 
from E. D. 'Villiams, '81. Mr. Wil-
liams is a government Topographer, and 
since his gruduation has been surveying 
in Arizona. H e has lately been at work 
in unpleasant proximity to Mr. Cutting's 
Mexican friends, which obli~ed him to 
go armed constantly. It is m that sec-
tion of the country, too, that the ma-
jority of the Indian outbreaks occut·, so 
Mr. Williams has experienced no lack 
of excitement. He is now to go to 
southern California, making Los An-
geles his headquarters. 
C . D. Alvord, '83, is working in the 
repair shops of the 0 . C. R. R. Co. , at 
Boston. 
V . E . Edwards, '83, has severed his 
connection with the Washburn & Moen 
Mfa. Co. , and has been engaged as dra~ahtsman for the Simonds Rolling 
Machlne Co., at Fitchburg. 
A. H. Foster, '83, has entered the 
employ of the llolyoke ~1nchioe Co. of 
this city. 
Bartlett,' 5, is now a resident engineer 
on tho )f., S. Sto. M. & A. Ry. Co. , 
witiJ headquarters at 0 ceola Mills, 
Wis. 
C. A. Bennett, '86, has secured a sit-
uation as draughtsmun for the Putnam 
liacbine Co. at Fitchburg. 
T. F. :\1itchell , '86, ba obtained tho 
s ituation of chemist of the Indianapolis 
Rollina Mill Co. at Indianapolis. 
The
0 business bas been idle for . orne 
time, and is now stnrting up a a steel 
works. 
Mr. ~1itchcll will begin his labors 
about Feb. 15. 
Middle B bus finished free-hand draw-
ing and begun mineralogy. 
Civil engineer graduates out of em-
ployment would do well to communicate 
at once with Dr. Fuller. 
We doubt if any school of our size in 
the country has among its members a 
more finished speaker than Mr. Shim-
omurn of '88. The gentleman has given 
several lectures in this city and the 
newspapers without exception have com-
mended his addresses in the warmest 
terms. 
Tbe number of canines that are in the 
habit of visiting the school is becoming 
alarmina. A few weeks ago a little an-
imal made a slight repast of some cakes 
of paint in the sepia parlor; and a poin-
ter is becoming a regulnr atten'dant, so 
much of a one in fact, that he recently 
joined a class in anulytics attired in the 
classic costume of a single sllirt. 
One feature of the prnctice in me-
chanical drawing for the Middlers is 
bein<Y heartily upprcciated hy the stu-dent~. \\.,. e refer to the drnwing of the 
chttra.cteristic parts of different engines. 
By this method of work, ~t more thorough 
understnndin{T of the subjects under 
discussion it~ the class in Steam En-
crincerincr, and the usual practice in 
b o ·a h t. drawing, are obtamc at l e same 1me. 
A canvas~ of one of the upper clnsses 
concerin o- the temperance question was 
recently tuken with the following result : 
Elevon members favored no uconse, fif-
teen thouabt that high License would 
nhout " fillthe !Jill ;" three members held 
no particular views on tho suhject, and 
one declared enthusinstically for ''free 
rum." 
THE Tech resolves to have o. ride, So off he starts with mighty stride 
To where the slldcs with sLeep incline, 
Are gleaming in the bright sunshine. 
Woe is me, Alba rna ! 
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Then up be shins the slippery stairs, 
And on his brawny shoulders bears 
T he new toboggan kindly lent 
By men who on his death are bent. 
W oe Is me, Alb am a I 
He draws n breath, he shuts his teeth, 
And glances at the snow beneath; 
Then ott· be start..:i oo his swift descent 
To where tbe boys on fun are bent. 
W oe is me, Alhama ! 
For they'd made a j ounce there on the sly, 
The very sight of It made us !Sigh ; 
The wonder Is our daring Tech 
Pre11erved intact his slender neck. 
Woe is me, Alhama! 
But hls patron saint or some of those chaps, 
Had made him tuke fast hold of the straps; 
So he went up only three feet or so, 
When he struck t hat innocent bank of snow. 
Woe is me, A lbama I 
When he came down he struck a bar, 
And be claims that even now the scar 
That he recel ved that fateful night 
Has not yet vanished out of sight. 
Woe is me, Alhamal 
And af ter that, great cushions soft 
We found In Techlets' rooms quite oft; 
And smiling we notlct!d be always took care 
To place at least one on the sent of his chair. 
Woe is me, Alhama! 
I W ATCil her play the violin, Aud t! \'ery motion of ber arm 
Beneath her lhLJe dimpled cbln 
Has to my mind a varied cbttrm. 
To see her draw the resined bow 
Bring~ to my cheek a happy glow, 
But then I think I like it. best, 
Because It glves her chin a rest. 
- TidBU1. 
ALAS! 
'llHERE was a young malden of Worcester, 
~ Who wanted to kill a ftoe roreester ; 
The bird took a tree,-
lmmeditM:ly, 
The maid got a email boy to borcester. 
The biped began now to lao~rh, 
But be wasn't. so tlcltled by haugb, 
When she s tripped of! his feathers 
'Spite all bls endeavors, 
And cooked blm with flllets de caogb. 
BRIC-A-BRAQ-THE ST UDENT'S LOVE. 
SHE 's a charming little creature, Clothed In wblte-
(So say11 every one who meets her, 
Oay or night.) 
For she i:j a sweet companion, 
And her presence leads a mao on 
To a quiet ease-abafldon, 
.Blissful, quite. 
She's ent:logled many students 
In her nets; 
A ud she's made t hem lose thelr prudence, 
Like their bets; 
Yet she's moderately &table, 
Like the Wise Man or the fable, 
For her wrapper bears the label, 
" Cigarettes." - Targ~em. 
A Frenchman learning the English 
language complained of the irregularity 
of the verb "to go," the present tense 
of which some wag had written out for 
him as follows : " I go; thou startest; 
he departs ; we made tracks ; you cut 
sticks; they obsquatuJate or skedaddle.'~ 
-Ex. 
Professor-Are you prepared thls 
morning, Mr. ? 
Senior-Yes, sir ; kind of prepared. 
Prof.-Piease explain what you mean 
by "kind of prepared?" 
Senior-Well , I thought that between 
myself and yourself we might make a 
recitation. 
Prof.-Tbat will do, sir.-Targum. 
A young woman was riding with a 
young IWln and exclaimed at the sight 
of two calves : "Ah, see those two 
lit.tle cowlets." "You are mistaken,'' 
said the young man, " those are not cow-
lets, but bullets." 
Talented Senior - " Pardon me, 
Miss Budd, is it true that you are 
engaged to my classmate, Charley How-
ard?" 
Miss Budd-" That's rather a pointed 
question." 
T. S.-" Excuse my asking, but I 
am historian of our class, and I am get-
ting all the gags on the fellows that I 
can."-Life. 
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CLARK, SAWYER & CO., 
lmporten aD4 Dealen Ill 
Crockery and China, ] 
~ 
HOUSE FURNISHINGS, GLASS WARE, ! 
e 
Paper RIDgiDga, Sllter Ware IDd Gu F1Ituea. 1 
;:; 
478 to 48.4 Main Street, J 
WOBC.BeT-, IIAM. ] 
HENRY W AIXER, 
DULDDI i 
:rva•I'l'tr:am, i 
PATEIT ADJUSTABLE STAID, 
• Carpets, Stoves, Ranges, ; ,______, 
AJrD g 
Houe FumiahiDg Gooda of all khula, ! 
115 llD 117 I.lD 8TBEIT, 
WOBOB8TJCB, KA.SS. 
ar*w Yoaa aA~ aooea. 
CORRECT aT YLES 1 
LO~EST P:RZCES 1 
L.A.BGEST STOCK! 
466 Main Street, Opposite Old South Church. 
:J. A. TOUPIN, Class '87, Salesman, 
FRED. W. WELLINGTON & 00. 
COAL_ 
GDDAL OniCZ, 
416 lLUN ST., - WORCESTBR, KABS. 
W. A. %. TTI.Z "" CO-. 
CarrJ the Laraeet LlDe of 
FilE BIADT ·•ADE CLOTIIIG 
-AND-
. 
WOOLENS FOR CUSTOM TRADE 
We mate a Speclalt)' of 
TOVJWQ .KliZCf'S CLOTBI:WQ. 
#- • 
SUX'rS AN"D OVEB.·G~S, 
ID the GN&~ VarietJ of :W&brb. cut lD the moet Corree\ St,.lee aad Tboroqhly Made, caa be 
loud ID our Stock at &11 tlmea. 
Business and School Suits. from $10.00 to $20.00. 
Fine Suits, from $18.00 to tso.oo. 
Over-Garments from *10.00 to $80.00 . . 
CaD at oar Jlew Store aad eee aa enUrely Jlew Stock. 
vv. .a.. ::.:.. Y •rx &Ill .., C)C>." 
409 Main Street, Walker Building, Worcester. 




••••••tl.oal. *••'-•• .. •• 
12 Pearl Street, Worcester. 
-w-. A.. E N" G L A. N'" D , 
&M 11&01 8Ta&BT. 
WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY 
0~ ALL. KINDS. 
A large line of Optical Goode. Spectacles. Eye Glaseee, etc. 
FINE REPAIRING IN ALL BRANOB13 A SPECIALTY. 
Clrc ....... Lai'IU'J" Cellllee1e4l _._. tile ... re. 
W. A. ENGLAND, 31N lWN STREET, WOBCBSTBB. 
